HEYHOUSES ENDOWED C.E. PRIMARY SCHOOL
Letter 22 January 25th 2021
Dear Children,

The Westall Building this morning, the snow had made everything beautiful.
The sky was an amazing blue- I think it is what people call azure blue, although
perhaps it is more Cerulean blue. Blue is an amazing colour, there are so many
different tints and shades of blue. If you ever buy paints for an artist in the family
you will discover this fact, and probably get a bit muddled- I know I did!
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The early morning light was very special.
Artists love mornings like today, they are inspired to paint the beauty they see
and create a lasting memory of a moment. Being an artist is a special gift, a lot
of you show great potential but like everything it will need practice as well as
talent. I do hope you are all managing to draw and paint while you are at home,
being creative is a good thing.
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Just look at how the snow slid down the infant roof!
I know you have all made the most of the snow over the weekend and this
morning.

Jack made a snow man this weekend- I bet
your hands got cold- good job you were
wearing gloves!
Jack has also worked very hard on his
Home Learning.
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Well done Harrison and William, this looks such fun.

Mum wrote to say how very good and helpful Harrison was being at home.
Harrison has been a really good boy at home.
His Daddy works in Afghanistan and is away for long periods, so Harrison always
helps me at home. And helps with his younger brother William.
He also helps me with our dog Amber, he makes sure she has her breakfast and
tea every day.
We managed to build a snow man, he was so excited. And we got sledge from
our neighbour. Fun had by all.
Well done Harrison, you have been such a good boy. Keep it up!

Emma has also been working hard, I love the poster you made Emma.

I agree, ‘We can do this!’ But we all need each other to help us on the way.
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Year 6 Mayan topic being brought to life
by Emma.

Hello
I have made another rainbow poster
that I’m going to put in my window, I
hope you both like it.
I’ve also made a Mayan headdress for
this week’s work.
Hope to see you soon
Emma
Well done Emma, excellent work.
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All these lovely things you have made has got me thinking about the practical
activity I will do this week in assembly time! I’ve made biscuits and an apple pie,
I am trying to knit a sheep, so what will I do this week? You will have to keep
watching to find out!
I hope you are all keeping well. We do have families and children who are poorly
at the moment, we send you our love and hope you are soon better.
Remember just like the lost sheep, each and every one of you matter to us, even
when we are not all together in school. We are a family and we just want you all
to be happy and healthy. We need to have courage, just like I said in assembly.

Remember, be patient and let’s do things safely.
Keep in touch…KEEP SMILING … and keep washing your hands.
With my love,
Mrs Hodgson

'Be strong and courageous. Do not be terrified; do not be discouraged, for
the Lord your God will be with you wherever you go' Joshua 1:9
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